Story
Every week, film studios launch new movies and cinema owners have multiple decisions
to make. They have to decide which films to display, how many movie theaters will be
dedicated to each film, schedules, ticket prices, just to name a few.
On the other hand, movies being shown need to be evaluated periodically in other to
assess if people are buying enough tickets to keep them in theaters.



Segmentation: Movie theater industry.
Targeting: Movie theater owners, Cinema managers and any other employee who
possess resource management capabilities like the following:
o Decide which movies to show in theaters.
o Decide the schedules of such movies and the prices for tickets.



Positioning: The Fiori app we are building will present all the information in a simple
and coherent way in order to make these decisions easier. The application will
provide
o A list of available movies with all its information (length, ratings, genre, etc.)
o A module to optimize time required to generate weekly schedules
o Help predict popularity of films using data from Google Trends and social
media
o Ability to manage ticket prices and discounts
o Charts showing sales evolution through time

Persona
Mike
Give customers a great
movie experience so
they keep choosing us
42 years old. Married with two
children.

-Manage the complete lifetime of a
movie in a theater environment
-Assign films to a given number of
theaters depending on the expected
revenue.
-Assess how many customers are
attending each film.
-I need to reduce time evaluating
which movies to offer and assigning
schedules for them
-I need to know at a glance how many
tickets are being sold for each movie

Theater Manager

-Optimize the occupancy and maximize
the box office performance of each theater

-What movies are available this week?
-Is this movie selling tickets?
-Create a schedule, considered a
repetitive task

Film Studios
Cinema Owner
Sales Manager
Customers

User Journey
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POV
Mike, the planning manager needs a way to quickly schedule the multiple movies that are
available in the cinema so that he can give customers the best cinema experience and
keep coming back.
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